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SANTA'S GROTTO: ADDING MAGIC TO MARKET DAY
Ask Sarah Williams, from Green Island's Highness gift store, happy and spreading cheer," she said.
about Christmas and her response is one of giddy
There was also the promise of a little sweetness as Ms
excitement.
Williams was also working together with Narelle Stewart
Why? Not only does the business owner love the festive from Twirls, a Green Island boutique cafe and food catering
season - Ms Williams is turning her shop front into Santa's service. Ms Williams said a delicious array of festive treats
Grotto for the Green Island Market Day on Saturday, 19th would be available for sale.
November.
The gift and jewellery store would not
"I have had it in my mind for a few
be operating for business on the
years. When I opened in Green Island, I
Market Day, as Ms Williams wanted to
thought it would be a fun thing to do. I
stress this activity was not for financial
love Christmas and decorating," Ms
benefit, but for the festive enjoyment
Williams said.
of everyone.
The store will be decked in festive
mode with treats available for children
- along with the big jolly fellow,
himself. "It will be an opportunity for
people to get decent santa photos and
not go into town for them," Ms
Williams said.
Reflecting the diversity of cultures in
the Greater Green Island community,
the shop window

Pictured above: Highness owner, Sarah Williams is
converting her store into Santa's Grotto this Green
Island Market Day.

would also feature 'Merry Christmas' written in different
languages, Ms Williams said.
"Christmas time is just a happy time. I love seeing people

The addition of Santa's Grotto will add
to the Green Island Market Day, which
will feature over 100 stalls and food
trucks as well as many entertainment
line
ups
including
various
performances from your favourite local
schools, bouncy castles, Pippity Pop,
face painting and balloons, the Sport
Otago trailer and a visit from the new
book bus, and much more.

Held on Main South Rd, the event runs from 10am to 1pm.
The Greater Green Island Community Network team will be
there, so make sure you drop by our stall and say hi. We love
catching up with our community locals.
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SUPPORT LOCAL: HARRAWAYS STORY
Oats ? you cannot beat that hearty goodness of porridge
drizzled with a teaspoon of brown sugar, or an oaty blend of
muesli or a moreish munch of an Anzac biscuit. Whichever
way you eat oats, Harraways products have been a
long-standing ingredient in Kiwi households ? for 155 years,
in fact!
But it is not just the scrumptious wholegrain products we
love about this company. Harraway and Sons LTD (aka
?Harraways?) is based in Green Island, has 155 years of
history, and as its business continues to evolve, so does the
passion and commitment to contribute locally and
internationally.
The Informer spoke with Harraways CEO Henry Hawkins and
Marketing Manager Peter Cox about why Harraways is much Photo: Harraways team by Clare Toia- Bailey at Image Central.Clare
more than just a business.
Toia-Bailey at Image Central
?One of the interesting stories is that we have two boilers
With 60 full time workers and extra casual staff in peak
times, the duo is part of a team who run a busy commercial here. These are run on by-products from the factory. Our
operation and are aware they are continuing the legacy that husk is what we burn as fuel within these boilers,? Mr
Henry Harraway established in 1867. No longer producing Hawkins said, adding that the boilers have huge filters on
the chimneys to reduce particulates (below DCC consent
flour and branded stock food (ceased 2005), Harraways now
levels).
focuses solely on milling cereal and oats. A focus on
innovation has driven recent acclaim, for example, the silver Adding to that, Mr Cox said that the company was very
award for its LDL cholesterol managing product ? Harraways conscious of its packaging footprint.
Oat-activ® in the 2018 Outstanding Food Producers Awards,
followed by Best Cereal Award (2018 Healthy Food Guide ?We have been mindful on where we can utilise packaging
innovation to help the planet. Our single sachet products
Awards) - 280g Harraways Easy Cook Oats.
are a fitting example. We introduced a ?less waste? box,
But it is not just about winning product awards. Mr Hawkins which uses around 20 per cent less cardboard than similar
said that being involved in the community was an important boxes of oat sachets. Also, home compostable packaging for
aspect for the company.
some products has unlocked an ability to sustainably break
?We feel like we should give back where we can. It is not all down waste at home. The real driver now is curb-side
recycling and packaging reuse. That is where evolution is
about just making money. It is also about trying to do things
and hence our future direction. We are very mindful of it,?
that are community support focused,? Mr Hawkins said.
Mr Cox said.
Over the years, Harraways has supported Plunket
Thank you, Harraways, for being such a valuable part of
(contributed to insulating Green Island?s Plunket Rooms Green Island?s business community, but also for the
2021), partnering with community sporting teams such as
the Highlanders and advocating for healthy eating in local generosity in time, energy, education, and financial
contribution to help promote healthy and affordable food
schools.
for New Zealand families.
When not dreaming up new flavoursome oat recipes, the
The Greater Green Island Community Network
team has continually worked towards improving its
supports local businesses. Would you like to share
environmental footprint. It has developed sustainable
your business story here? Please email
packaging, improved energy usage, improved emission
Informer@greatergreenisland.nz
controls ? all driving less carbon footprint.
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FUNDRAISING NOW A
PRIORITY FOR STAGE AND
BBQ

JOB OPPORTUNITIES
EVENING

The Greater Green Island Community Network have set its
New Year resolutions early - as plans are in motion for the
final plans for the Green Island Memorial Garden.
Fundraising has started for the Green Island Memorial
Garden public BBQ and stage. The DCC Parks and
Recreational team have given the go ahead, and resource
consent has been granted for the next phase in the project.
Now we need all the support we can gather to make the
next stage a reality. Now we need to raise $97,000 to make it
happen.
The Green Island Town and Country Club have made a
generous and significant donation already towards the
project with other funding applications being made to
several generous funders. The free to use public BBQ will be
one of the first wheelchair accessible ones in Dunedin.
The stage will be perfect for Memorial services and public
gatherings and concerts, and the added facility of a BBQ will
only add to the summer fun. The aim is to make further use
of the fantastic Memorial Gardens located in Green Island.
If you want to get on board and help make this happen
please get in touch with one of the GGICN team! We can't
wait to get this party started!

Pictured: Attendees at GGICN's Dunedin Job Opportunities Information
evening were treated to a wealth of employment tips.

About 40 people gathered at the Green Island Rugby Club
recently, for GGICN's Dunedin Job Opportunities
Information evening. Attendees were treated to eight
presentations before getting the chance to connect with
presenters over refreshments. Presenters included
Tuapeka Gold, Night 'n' Day, MediTrain, Idea Services and
Otago Polytech Community Learning Centre Facilitators.
GGICN community worker Alana Goldsack said the event
was hosted as an opportunity to get feedback from the
community about how Covid-19 and lockdowns have
affected job reliability in the Greater Green Island
Community, since the first lockdowns.
In 2020 GGICN completed a community survey which had
questions to gauge immediate impact of Covid-19 on the
Greater Green Island Community. Around 15 percent of
attendees reported changes to job security and having
their employment affected by Covid-19. Many local
businesses when approached, reported not requiring staff
currently.

Pictured: An artists impression of the stage and BBQ area looking towards the
playground. - ArchiDesign

The Great er Green Island Communit y Net work
admin@greatergreenisland.nz
https://www.facebook.com/GreaterGreenIsland
@ggicn_dunedin
03 425 7719

Green Island Police Station, 198 Main South Road
www.greatergreenisland.nz
P.O. Box 13006, Green Island, Dunedin 9062

The Greater Green Island Community Network is a
registered charitable organisation aiming to to foster a
strong community which works together to develop its
3 own solutions ? a community which is self-reliant,
responsive, resilient, and sustainable ? a community
where neighbourhoods are again full of people we know
as our neighbours..
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MOSGIEL COMMUNITY
PATROL: KEEPING OUR
COMMUNITIES SAFE
.

ARE YOU PREPARED?
In this community of ours, there can be many things that
can happen unexpectedly, which can catch you out if you
are totally unprepared. These range from national or local
civil defence emergencies to events just in your own home.
How prepared are you to cope with such things? Do you
know what you would do? Have you a plan, has it been
discussed with the occupants of your home?
What sort of events are we talking about?
These are some of the things that can happen without
warning
Fire, Storms, Floods, earthquake, Tsunami, Land slide or
subsidence, and no doubt there are others.
While most would have similar disaster preparation
requirements, we will be covering how to be prepared in
the coming Informer.

Photo: Photo, from left, Robyn and Merv Rowe, together with Mosgiel /Taieri
Community patrol committee vice chair Dave Mitchell

Joining NZ Police in keeping our local communities safe is
the Mosgiel/Taieri Community Patrol team, a group of
volunteers who help deliver traffic management, event
security, crime prevention and are available in emergency
situations by patrolling local areas.
The group, which comprises of 23 volunteers, are a selffunded group, part of the Community Patrols New Zealand.
As well as the Mosgiel/ Taieri area, it also patrols and
responds to call outs in the Greater Green Island area.
Vice chair Dave Mitchell said the group worked closely with
the police.

One of the more common ones unfortunately is of a fire in
the home.Are you prepared for a fire?
If you discover a fire ? call 111 - no matter how small.
Do you have a fire extinguisher?. This is useful for small
fires.
Have you an exit plan and assembly point that everyone
knows about
If caught in heavy smoke, drop to the floor crawl out.
If unable to see, feel along the walls to find an opening
using back of your hand - it's safer in case you touch live
electrical wiring.

"We are the eyes and ears of the police and we back them
up," he said.
The group which is sponsored by The Lions Foundation, AMI
insurance, Bendigo Valley Sports & Charity, DHMC
maintenance & construction, Mosgiel New World and Finex,
has a patrol car which is fitted with a police radio,
emergency equipment, traffic management gear, a first aid
kit and a defibrillator. Mr Mitchell said the group would
welcome the assistance of donated fuel costs for their work.
The group began 14 years ago, and are currently seeking
more volunteers to ease the weekend workload. Extensive
training is provided, along with police vetting. For more
information, please email mosgielcp@xtra.co.nz
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FAIRFIELD'S NEW SKATE
PARK OPENING

POSITIVE RETURN TO
BUSINESS
It was that moment Green Island businesses were holding
their breath for. After eight months of nail bitingly slow
trade, the business and activity have come back into Main
South Rd - and financial returns are on the up.
The Informer spoke to a few business owners in the area, all
relieved at the increase in trading.
Fresh Choice Moyles owner John Moyle said the opening of
the roundabout and Main South Road last month, had an
immediate effect on trade with the supermarket reporting
the busiest time since March.
With many businesses fearing the customers would not
return, Mr Moyle said it was pleasing that people were
coming back.
?The road closure impacted me more than I expected. It?s
really impacted people very hard.?
Prior to the road works, there was a recorded 9000 traffic
movements a day. Mr Moyle said it hoped to see that return
to normal soon.
?Let?s move on to a good spring and summer,? Mr Moyle
said.

Photo: Fairfield School students Capp, Harry, Madi, Fern, Jorja and Harriet on
at the new Fairfield Skate Park.

This sentiment was echoed by Best Bargain manager Fairfield's renovated skate park project took on extra speed
Bhargav Shah, who opened for trade when the road works with the help of Fairfield School students.
commenced.
Fairfield School principal Greg Lees said the six students
" I have had a lot of new customers which is good," Mr Shah (pictured above) had been involved in compiling video
updates together with Fulton Hogan, and would get to
said.
screw in some of the final panels to say they were a part of
Green Island Business Association president and Night 'n'
the construction! The students would also be involved at
Day owner Anthony Duthrie said customers had increased
the opening on the 8th November, at 2.30pm.
and trading was 75 per cent back to normal.
Make sure you visit this great community resource this
?We are busy, but we are not up to where we should be,? Mr
summer.
Duthrie said, adding a message ?don?t forget about Green
Island ? (supporting local) is the biggest thing the
community can do.?
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Green Island businesses are an essential resource for the Greater Green Island Community.
Green Island businesses have been hit tough the last two months. Let's go out of our way to support them
5
now so they are still around for use in the future.

SNOW DAY!
There's nothing quite like snow - especially
when it settles at sea level. All of a sudden
cartoons and screen time lose their appeal,
and children (and adults, alike), are
mesmerised by the flurries. Snow fights
and snowmen - these school holidays had
all the makings of a magical winter land.
Thank you to all those who sent photos of
their icy creations to the Informer. They are
too good not to share!
We always love seeing what the community
has been up to - thank you for sharing.

Pictured from top left: Quinn and Evie Hollands. Top right: Tomasi, Therese, Isaac, Anamalia and Grace Tili. From bottom left, Quinn Hollands. Centre left,
Elizabeth and Georgia Harrison. Centre right: Tomasi Tili. Left: Laura Harrison.
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OUR TAMARIKI
BIG ROCK PRIM ARY SCHOOL LEAVES
AUDIENCES SPELLBOUND

ST PETER CHANEL SCHOOL SPORTS
OTAGO ?HAVE A GO?

In the last week
of term three,
Year 3 & 4
students from
St Peter Chanel
School
spent
the day at the
Edgar
Centre
participating in
a
range
of
mainstream
sports.
This
event was organised by Sports Otago ?Have a Go?, an
initiative which aimed to help build fundamental skills in
sports while introducing students to touch rugby, netball,
Audiences were whisked into Neverland as Big Rock Primary basketball, tennis, athletics and hockey.
School students dazzled crowds with Tinker Bell?s fairy dust,
Captain Hook?s devious ways and the magic of Peter Pan,
recently.
The production of Peter Pan had been over a year in the
making, paused by lockdowns and menacing outbreaks of
Covid-19, but the show eventually did go on, wowing family
members and the Brighton community with musical chorus
and drama.
Principal David Grant said he felt very proud of the students
and staff for their efforts.
?I was thrilled with the children's commitment and
encouragement of each other. It enabled every child in the
school to be a part of something in a special way, whether Principal Tim Lucas said the students were supported by
as a main character, stage management or putting together qualified coaches and loved every minute of the
the programme,? Mr Grant said.
well-organised experience.
Many hours were spent in rehearsing the production under
the direction of Big Rock Primary School teacher Teresa
Grant.
The students presented more than just entertainment, Mr
Grant said.
?The children learnt a bit about commitment, being part of
something, contributing in a group situation, patience, a just
good old fashioned learning a classic story. It was a pretty
special thing to be part of,? he said.
The school presented two performances at the Brighton
Hall; the matinee for the Brighton community, and one
evening show for family members.
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Int roducing t he Saddle Hill Communit y Board 2023 ? 2026
Pim Allen

John Moyle

I want to thank the people of the
Saddle Hill electorate for putting
their trust in me. We share a
wonderful community I will do my
best to represent your views and
concerns responsibly.

I am very pleased to be re-elected
onto the SHCB.
This will be my 4th term. I'm
looking forward to building on the
relationships we have with current
council staff and meeting the new
elected members. Working and
advocating for the greater Green
Island and coastal areas of our
community.

I am particularly interested in
projects that protect and enhance
the community's health - safe
active exercise and transport and Sunsafe, especially around
the beaches, which could benefit from extra shade
provision. I want to do the best job for the community that I
can - being responsive, listening to, and advocating for, the
community?s concerns.

Christina McBratney
I am genuinely surprised to have
been re-elected as the new
candidates that put their hands up
are all great and dedicated
advocates for our community. It is
an honour to represent on the
board again and I look forward to
working
with
our
returning
members and welcome Dr Allen to

Paul Weir
Kia ora koutou. I am privileged to
have been re-elected to the Saddle
Hill Community Board along with 5
other awesome Board members.
As a Board member I am looking
forward to continuing to advocate
for our community and keeping
our Saddle Hill Board area a great
place to live, play and visit.
Whether it be chasing up the council and contractors about
road conditions and maintenance, filling sandbags during
heavy rains, or keeping the Toy Box at Brighton Beach intact
and useable, you'll find us out there!
Many issues are ongoing, such as the Smooth Hill landfill,
high school buses, coastal erosion and the shared pathway
project for bikes, walking, running from Waldronville to
Oceanview. We are hoping our continued action in these,
and other issues will bring a strong voice to the DCC about
what our community needs.

Keith McFadyen
I am very honoured to have been
re-elected again for what looks like
my 8th term on the board. Having
the historical references to look
back on can be an advantage when
dealing with council and our
priorities.
Some of my priorities going
forward is to continue to work with
the board and seek community input into our board plans,
setting priorities and working together advocating for and
addressing the various issues that exist in our board area.

Do you want to find out more about the Saddle Hill
Community Board?
Follow them on Facebook at
facebook.com/ SaddleHillCommunityBoard.

the team.
I have six years experience on the community board, also
three years as the board representative, and most recently
deputy chair, on Keep Dunedin Beautiful. I have lived in
Waldronville for 12 years and my work in a central
government department sees me making connections in
organisations across the city.
The board have been advocating for many years for safe
pedestrian and cycle access between Ocean View and
Waldronville allowing connection right through from
Brighton to Green Island. I?d love to see it come to life
allowing people to safely travel between our communities
without needing a car.

Scott Weatherall
I am super excited to continue to
positively support and advocate for
the amazing communities we
represent.
We are really looking forward to
hearing what the communities we
represent see as the main issues,
challenges and opportunities, and
will work through how we can best
hear these thoughts from the community through positive
community engagement in the coming months.
And we will be continuing the momentum with a number of
priority projects that our communities have already
mandated us with: Smooth Hill Landfill, a combined safe
pathway connecting Waldronville to Ocean View and
8working with the Council to get a sound current assessment
of the coastline in terms of areas of concern of coastal
erosion so we can then start to make a plan of attack to
protect the boarder to not only our communities but our
8
city.

TOP CARD PLAYERS FOR
FIRESIDE CLUB

GARDEN GOSSIP
Green Island Community Garden
Market Day
The Green Island Community Garden is excited to be
having a stall at the Market on November 19th. This is a
big fundraiser for us. We have hundreds of plants
growing ready for your garden.
Did you know
that
one
courgette plant
in the right
conditions will
feed you for
months?
A
tomato plant
will too. We will have plants of tomatoes (over 25 types),
cucumbers, bell peppers, chilli peppers (we dare you to
try Asian Fire!), pimentos, courgettes (green and yellow),
pumpkins, lettuces, pak choi, broccoli, summer cabbage,
silver beet, spinach etc. We also have some herbs, and
flowers.
Well grown rhubarb plants and
blackcurrants are in buckets ready to
transplant. All of these are available
from the garden in about 2 weeks
time if you need to plant earlier. Just
call or text me 021 2631221 or visit
the garden during open hours.

Correction: The Informer incorrectly identified Wayne
Facer and Al Greaves in its October edition.
Photographed above are the skilled Abbotsford duo of
Wayne and Al with the trophy after a close final in the
recent 500 card?s competition.

GREEN ISLAND
M EDICAL CENTRE

Happy Springtime. Marion

Sou t h Lin k Health Group
4 Howden Street. Ph: 03 488 2754
A note to our valued community and patients ?
We are experiencing high demand for our
services at present.
Please call u s t w o w eek s in advan ce t o book
appoin t m en t s for regular health care and repeat
prescriptions.
Our team is committed to providing our patient
community with the primary care they need when
they need it and will continue to do our best for
you and your family.
Our new building is under construction and we
look forward to moving into it sometime next
year.
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Thank you,
from your team at Green Island Medical Centre.
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A NEW BEGINNING FOR THE BRIGHTON BOAT HIRE
Brighton is best known for its scenic watery playground, the
perfect getaway for city dwellers and locals alike. The recent
purchase of the historic Brighton Boat Hire is set to bump
the seaside community's destination status.
In this edition, the Informer spoke with Phil Wilson, one of
the new co-owners of Brighton Boat Hire.
Congratulations to you and your brother Jeff on owning the
business How did it feel when the papers were signed?
It was a pretty exciting feeling walking in for the first time. It
is such an iconic building with so much history.
What?s the plan going forward?
We are just waiting for the final sign off on the resource
consent and have a couple of meetings lined up in regard to
the health and safety aspect. Meanwhile, my brother Jeff and
I have been restoring the classic novelty boats, such as the
big water tricycles and two-person pedal boats. We will also
be undertaking extensive repairs on the building itself which
needs re-levelled and re-piled. This is all happening in the
background while Jeff works as a chartered accountant and I
work as a boat builder in Careys Bay.

Photo: Brighton Boat Hire co-owner Phil Wilson is living his dream, paddles in
and all.

and Marsh Habitat Trust, and using and supporting local
businesses where we can.
Can you share a little about your vision for Brighton Boat Hire
and what sorts of activities will be available?

The dream of owning the iconic building and boat hire
business started manifesting in my mind about three years
ago when I joked to a work mate about how the daily
commute from Brighton to Carey?s bay for work each day
seemed excessive and that maybe we should start a boat
building business in Brighton.

We have a vision where travelling tourists will opt to take the
road over from Waihola instead of the main highway, get a
photo at the iconic Boat Shed before enjoying Dunedin's
favourite past time up the Otokia Creek in a kayak or boat of
their choice, before grabbing a coffee from the Brighton
Cafe and heading on in to Dunedin. We will have a diverse
range of boats and watercraft available for hire, as well as
merchandise and eventually we want to sell locally made
products too.

What sort of response have you received from the community?

Tell me a little about the family connections to the Boat Shed?

The response from the community has been extremely
positive. I would say that 90 per cent of people I have talked
to in the last two weeks have either been there as a kid or
taken their own children there at some point and had a
great time. We want to encompass the community as much
as we can and will be making donations to the Otokia Creek

My Grandad Fred followed my Nanna Betty to Dunedin from
Australia 70 odd years ago, and he recalls being at the
Brighton Boat Hire with his extended family. He was over the
moon when we said we will be naming the pride of our Fleet
after him in memory of the great times he and Nanna had
together. My Mother also had her 10th birthday party there
and is looking forward to another relaxing excursion soon.

Tell us a little about the dream behind the Brighton Boat Hire?

When do you anticipate the opening?
We still have a few tasks to get through before we will have a
date set in stone. At this stage we are hoping for the start of
summer.
What?s the estimated cost of getting this business venture off the
ground

Photo: Brighton Boat Hire co-owners and brothers Jeff and Phil Wilson unlock
their summer dreams

We estimate the materials alone to re-pile and restore the
boat shed and wharves etc are over $15k, plus a lot of man
hours. We have been offered services from some of the best
wharf builders in the city to help with the mammoth task.
We want to create a future proof boat shed that can be used
to welcome a wide range of people, with plans to hold
community events there in future. We were kindly donated
10
the building from the previous owners who wanted to see
the Boat hire back in action. and we have purchased the old
boats from the new camping ground owners, as well as a
few new exciting ones that we can?t wait to get in the water.
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GETTING BURIED BY
PAPERWORK?
Do you n eed Help w it h :
Accounts,
Payroll,
General Administration?
Evenings and Weekends?
No Pr oblem !
Give u s a call
Tin a on 027 488 1114
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11 Support community news by advertising with us for as
little as $40 an edition, reach over 2000 readers
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BRIGHTON GALA DAY
22 JANUARY 2023

The annual classic, not t o be missed, family event !
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